Implementing Energy Efficiency Measures

We know it: the most efficient energy is the one we do not use. In this new
publication, you will find out some of the most recent and remarkable projects
FEDARENE’s member regions and energy agencies have been working in the field of
energy efficiency - from building refurbishment to street lighting:
• 3CEA (IE) has helped a growing number of home-owners, businesses, community
groups and organisations to reduce their energy costs and achieve energy savings;
• AEEPM (RO) is developing SPEEDIER, a European project which aims to address
the barriers faced by SMEs that prevent them from undertaking energy audits and
implementing the recommended energy-saving measures;
• ENERGAP (SI) is working with the City of Maribor to reduce energy consumption by the
introduction of energy-efficient measures and renewable energy sources in primary
schools, kindergartens and administrative buildings;
• In 2016, the North Sweden Energy Agency started the project “LEK³ – Sustainable real
estate use through collaboration” to achieve a more efficient energy use in buildings
with the collaboration between different stakeholders;
• The Fryslan Province (NL) has been working with the TIPPING approach and wheel, a
tool designed for improving innovation policy or governance;
• MENEA (HR) is coordinating projects of comprehensive energy refurbishment of public
buildings in Medjimurje County;
• SODEBUR (ES) changed the street lighting into a LED system in 179 municipalities to
reduce energy consumption and saved a total of 2M euros in the first year;
• The Tipperary Healthy Homes Scheme created by the Tipperary Energy Agency (IE)
aims to move homeowners away from fossil fuel and replace it by heatpumps;
• The Valladolid Municipal Energy Agency (ES) has renovated the diesel fuel boilers of 21
school buildings to increase energy efficiency and reduce CO2 emissions.

All projects are featured in our 2020 Sustainable Regions in Action brochure published in
January 2020.

Better Energy Communities Grant Programme 2018
3 Counties Energy Agency [IE]

implementing
energy
efficiency
measures

In Ireland, a growing number of home-owners and
businesses are availing of energy grant supports and
investing in energy efficiency upgrades which will have
a positive impact on the environment and climate. It is
an encouraging trend a year on from when the former
Carlow Kilkenny Energy Agency added Wexford to the
fold to become 3CEA. The projects completed in 2018
have saved a total of 5.21GWh primary energy, verified
© EAP

using IVMVP standards (completed August 2019).
An example of the energy saving measures carried out
© 3CEA

include:
•

Internal & external lighting upgrades

J+M Ryan Dairies Farm - Installation of PV panels with a capacity of
9.54kWp and with 10kWh battery storage system. © 3CEA

•

Wall insulation (external, internal & cavity wall fill)

•

Attic/roof insulation

In 2018, 3 Counties Energy Agency (3cea) enjoyed one of

•

Windows & Doors upgrade

•

Replacement of heating systems

•

Installation of heating control

•

Installation of PV solar panels

•

Beer cooling system upgrades

•

Public Lighting upgrades

its busiest years on record helping a growing number of
home-owners, businesses, community groups, voluntary
housing associations and organisations to reduce their
energy costs and achieve energy savings. The works were
also supported by the Sustainable Energy Authority of
Ireland (SEAI)’s annual grant programme called Better
Energy Communities (BEC). This is a national grant
programme aimed at encouraging the delivery of energy
savings projects.
In 2018, a total of 41 non-domestic projects were managed
and coordinated by 3cea with a mixture of public, private
and community projects. All 41 projects were grouped
into 5 applications led by the Local Authorities of the
midlands and southeast region. 157 domestic houses
were also upgraded to meet a minimum BER rating of B2
(>100kWh/m2).

Total project investment: €5,960,000 of which €2,175,000
was grant funded. This energy saving equates to a
reduction in energy expenditure of more than €429,000
and a reduction in CO2 emissions by 6,474 tonnes (see
numbers on page 51).
Apart from energy savings, upgrading the buildings has
also seen a significant improvement in both usage and
thermal comfort of the buildings. It has been found that
a large number of the community buildings are now
being used up to 6 times more than previously, with new

The grants available range from 35% – 50% for domestic

groups gathering to use the upgraded facilities. Similarly,

works, 30% funding for the public sector, commercial and

upgrades to homes have resulted in improved whole-

SME projects and up to 50% for community and not-for-

house comfort and an overall increase in health and

profit groups.

wellbeing.

Better Energy

Delivered

Primary

CO2 Savings

Total Cost

Communities

energy (kwh)

Energy (kwh)

(Tonnes)

(€)

BEC 2018

4,118,253

7,637,584

6,474

€4,369,197

Right: J+M Ryan Dairies Farm - Installation of PV panels with a capacity of 9.54kWp and
with 10kWh battery storage system. © 3CEA

Contact: Alexandra Hamilton
Email: admin@3cea.ie
Website: www.3cea.ie

Grant (€)

€1,451,248

Cost

after

Delivered

grant (€)

energy (€)

€2,917,949

€429,371

the speedier project: SME Program for Energy Efficiency
through Delivery and implementation of EneRgy Audits
Aeepm [ro]
On June 18th and 19th 2019 SPEEDIER, a European

The consortium delivering this project is led by the IERC

project within the H2020 framework, officially kicked off.

and consists of 6 Research and Technology Centers

This 2.5-years project aims to address the barriers faced

(Limerick Institute of Technology, Fundación Corporación

by Small & Medium Enterprises (SMEs) that prevent them

Tecnológica de Andalucía, Parque Científico y Tecnológico

from undertaking energy audits and implementing the

Cartuja, Politécnico de Milano and Institut de Tecnología

recommended energy-saving measures. SMEs account

de la Construcción de Catalunya), 3 SMEs (TFC Research &

for 12% of global energy consumption, but often struggle

Innovation Limited, Sustainable Innovations and Vertech

to implement simple energy saving measures due to a

Group), and 1 Non-Governmental Organisation (NGO) –

lack of in-house knowledge, expertise and resources.

Asociatia Agentia pentru Efficienta Energetica si Proteclia

  

Mediuliu.

To address these issues, SPEEDIER (acronym for SME
Program for Energy Efficiency through Delivery and
implementation of EneRgy Audits), will provide a selffinancing outsourced energy management service to
SMEs. By outsourcing the role of energy manager to
specially trained SPEEDIER Experts, SMEs will be able to
access the expertise they need whenever they need it,
leading to higher uptake of energy audits and greater
implementation of energy efficiency measures.
To achieve these aims, SPEEDIER will target groups
of SMEs in 4 EU pilot regions: in Spain, the project will
engage with SMEs based at a single business park to
demonstrate the advantages of clustering SMEs to give
them better access to the economies of large scale
projects; in Ireland and Romania, SPEEDIER will address
SMEs in the manufacturing and hospitality sectors

Contact: Ion Dogeanu

respectively; and in Italy, a more general approach of

Email: office@managenergy.ro

accessing SMEs from any sector via ESCOs will be tested.

Website: www.managenergy.ro

SPEEDIER

is

a

highly

innovative

one-stop-shop

solution that applies an integrated approach to energy
management, providing information, advice, capacity
building, energy auditing, financing, implementation of
energy efficiency solutions and monitoring of impacts.
SPEEDIER is expected to contribute European energy
efficiency targets by saving approximately 8 GWh/year of
primary energy, and 1,280 tCO2/year. Within the lifetime
of the project, SPEEDIER will train more than 650 staff
at SMEs across a range of sectors in the best practices
of energy efficiency. The project will build capacity for
ongoing roll out around Europe by training 50 SPEEDIER
experts to deliver the SPEEDIER Service.
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1.300 TONNES OF CO2 PER YEAR SAVED BY ENERGY REFURBISHMENT
OF 24 PUBLIC BUILDINGS IN THE CITY OF MARIBOR - ENERGAP [SI]
Climate changes largely shape our lives and choices.

including thermostatic valves, new indoor lighting and

We all face them. The city of Maribor is committed to

introduction of energy management. Special attention is

the sustainable development and energy transition and

given to the involvement of the users, information and

focuses on the projects, measures and activities which

educational activities to positively change their climate

enhance the quality of its citizens while being friendly to

related behaviour.

our environment. Together with ENERGAP (the energy
agency of Podravje), the City of Maribor strives to reduce

The project was the biggest one in the region in 2019. Its

energy use and costs, improve energy efficiency and to

implementation was followed by many stakeholders and

reduce the carbon footprint.

media, and it is already a good practice in the country.
Costs of the project were 12 million EUR and its main

In 2019, the Municipality of Maribor in cooperation

objectives are reducing energy consumption by 5.952

with ENERGAP has put a lot of effort and attention to

MWh, energy costs by 446.000 EUR, maintenance costs

finish the project “Energy refurbishment of 24 public

by 28.500 EUR and reducing CO2 emissions by 1.305

buildings in the City of Maribor using Energy Contracting

tonnes per year.

model”. The project has been prepared, co-financed
and implemented in accordance with the provisions of

The City of Maribor and Energy Agency of Podravje will

the Energy Refurbishment Program for Public Buildings

work hard in the next years to achieve planned savings

of the Ministry of Infrastructure and includes Cohesion

and assure the best working and living conditions in

funds from the financial perspective 2014-2020. The

refurbished buildings. The project has given us the

project was implemented as a public-private partnership

motivation and new ideas to go ahead towards energy

together with Petrol Company, the biggest ESCO

and resource-efficient future.

Company.
Pictures: Primary school Ludvik Pliberšek Maribor– before and after

Energy efficient measures and introduction of renewable

Energy refurbishment © ENERGAP

energy sources were implemented in primary schools,
kindergartens, administrative buildings, Ice (Skate)
Hall and Sport Hall. They included improvement of
envelopes, changes of windows and doors, insulations of
attic and basements, refurbishment of heating systems

Contact: Klavdija Polutnik
Email: info@energap.si
Website: www.energap.si

Collaboration between stakeholders can boost energy
efficiency in buildings – energikontor norr [SE]
A new way to achieve energy efficiency in
buildings by gathering different stakeholders in
collaboration groups has been tested in northern
Sweden. The groups have worked with selected
buildings and have made efforts to make them
more energy efficient. This process has been
successful and led to great exchange, new

The project started 2016-08-01 and has ended on 201911-30. Before the project, a preparatory project took
place to seek stakeholders and buildings that could
be in, at that time, a possible 3-year project. When the
preparatory project ended, there were six different
stakeholders that wanted to participate in the project and
they also co-financed by money or in-kind contributions.

insights and several energy efficiency actions

In 2016 North Sweden Energy Agency started the project
“LEK³ - Sustainable real estate use through collaboration”,
funded by the European Regional Development Fund.
The main idea has been to achieve a more efficient
energy use in buildings with the collaboration between
different stakeholders as a method. Six groups from
various municipalities in Norrbotten and Västerbotten
have participated in the project. All groups have included
a mix of participants coming from both private and public
property owners, with roles in management, operating
personnel, tenants and managers/personnel at energy
companies.

Picture: Collaboration between property owners and others
connected to the buildings e.g. energy companies and operating
personnel has been a success in reducing the climate impact in

Each group selected one or several of their own buildings

north Sweden. © Energikontor Norr

which have been the focus for the project. All buildings
have been subject for energy mapping and the suggested
actions are estimated to save 10-40 percent of energy
per year.

Contact: Marie Holmgren - marie@energikontornorr.se
Website: energikontornorr.se

The group structure has contributed to a great
exchange between stakeholders and it also led to a
better understanding of other stakesholders’ needs and
knowledge. No matter what role the participants had,
they contributed to a broader perspective on energy
efficiency. The method that describes how property
owners can start their energy efficiency work by creating
own collaboration groups is being documented and
summarized in a book. The book will also include
successful examples and inspiration.
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The TIPPING Wheel: boosting innovation strategies for
islands– Province of Fryslân [NL]
The TIPPING approach and wheel has been designed in

of the 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals (UN, 2017).

the framework of the EU Interreg Islands of Innovation

The innovative practice can adopt various shapes, like a

project. Its aim is to be used as a tool for improving

new technique or technical process, a new service, a new

innovation policy or governance. This guide supports

market, a new business, a new socio-technical system, or

facilitators with the use of the TIPPING Wheel, in order

a combination of these concepts.

to stimulate bottom-up, advanced innovation strategies
and projects for islands’ local and regional governments.

With respect to the notion “policy” we assume a broad
concept, better expressed by the notion “governance”,

The TIPPING Wheel can be used for the assessment of an

which stipulates the insight that usually government

islands’ innovation policy aimed at:

policies

1. An overall benchmark between islands or parts of an
island;

include/require

cooperation,

sharing,

and

partnerships with other actors and stakeholders in
society, such as industry, other governments, inhabitants,

2. Comparison between the status quo and a desired
future: ‘the dream’;

service users (various consumers), knowledge institutes,
NGOs, etc.  

3. A challenge, sector, or aspect benchmark (energy,
materials, water, transport, agriculture, circular

TIPPING as creative tool strives to contribute to

economy, tourism, emerging technology sectors,

governance innovation on islands and similar (more or

etc.);

less) isolated areas following the Islands of Innovation

4. The creation of a basis and inspiration for a

Model (see image below). This model has been developed

comprehensive new -or to be renewed- policy

to define the common issues and methodology for all

program with a special thematic focus and engaging-

partners in the EU Islands of Innovation project, to be

oriented projects;

used in regional action plan development.

5. Functioning as a supportive tool for policy innovation
brainstorms.
Innovations in the wheel can be: (a) realized ones to
learn from; (b) starting projects on novel issues, (c) future
dreams/ambitions.
Many definitions of innovation do exist. They vary from
specific technological novums to broad societal changes.
Here we follow Celik (2018) and refer to innovation as a
new social-cultural practice, including possible technical
and economic changes, aimed at realizing one or more

Contact: Albert Ruiter           Email: a.ruiter@fryslan.fr

© Fryslan Province

Website: www.fryslan.frl

Comprehensive Energy Refurbishment of Public Buildings in
Medjimurje County - MENEA [HR]
Medjimurje Energy Agency Ltd. (MENEA) acts as a
project coordinator for projects of comprehensive
energy refurbishment of public buildings in Medjimurje
County. The coordination of the named projects
includes managing the financial and administrative
side of projects, technical support in developing project
documentation, as well as, constant control of planned
and implemented works. All of the buildings in question
are owned by institutions of which Medjimurje County
© MENEA

is a founder, such as elementary schools, high schools,
homes for elderly people, hospital, etc.

In the past three years, a total of 17 buildings entered this

rate is up to 80%. The savings of the heating energy that

programme. In the first cycle of investment, 6 buildings

will be generated after the investment is completed, are

entered the programme – two elementary schools, one

planned to be around 61% in comparison with the heat

sports hall connected to the primary school, a high school

energy consumption prior to the refurbishment.

with a sports hall, students’ workshops and a dormitory.
The total investment was more than 3,6 million euro

Within the next two-years period, it is planned to include

with a co-financing rate of over 88%. Those buildings are

approximately another 10 buildings through the third

already refurbished and they started to generate savings,

cycle of comprehensive energy refurbishment of public

both in energy consumption and in energy costs. The

buildings. The buildings that are planned to be applied to

average configured savings for them are 64% of heating

the forthcoming call are mainly elementary schools and

energy.

their sports halls with one additional high school. The
total planned investment in this cycle will be around 4,7
million euro with a co-financing rate of around 80%. The
savings in energy consumption of the energy for heating
are calculated to more than 55% in general, but for some
buildings, it comes up to 70%.
So far, the investments triggered by this programme
in Medjimurje County amounts to over 15 million
euro but furthermore, over 70% of those funds are
being co-financed by European Reginal Development
Fund
© MENEA

In the second cycle, another 11 buildings were applied
and were granted the co-financing of the energy
refurbishment measures. Seven of them are elementary
schools, one sports hall, one high school, one home for
elderly people and a general hospital in Čakovec. Total
investments that are planned to be triggered for this
cycle rise up to 11,8 million euro while the co-financing

(ERDF)

through

Competitiveness

and

national
Cohesion.

Operational
The

rest

of

Plan
the

co-financing is being received through the national fund
for co-financing of projects that are being implemented
through EU programmes, and the remaining costs are
being covered by the regional government budget.
Contact: Nikola Gradinščak
Email: nikola.gradinscak@menea.hr
Website: www.menea.hr

THE PRIAP PROJECT: integral renovation of provincial street
lighting - SODEBUR [ES]
The organization is structured in four main areas:
Investments and Industrial Engineering, Economic and
Social Promotion, Institutional Cooperation and Image
and Tourism.
• Investments and Industrial Engineering: this
department supports the Provincial Government and
all its Town Halls in the development of its installations
and industrial projects.

© EAP

• Economical and Social Promotion: it is in charge
of the planning and strategic development of the
Village in Burgos Province © SODEBUR

The Society for the Development of the Province of Burgos
(SODEBUR)   works to promote social and economic
development in the rural areas of this Spanish province.
SODEBUR is a public company with 100% funding from
the Provincial Government.

economy and social activities in the province.
During the year 2015, SODEBUR developed the new
strategic plan for the province. The plan contains different
actions to be implemented from 2015 to 2020 in order to
improve the quality of life of its citizens.
8

There are 25 projects divided into five main axes: image
and tourism, economic environment, connectivity, human

street lighting for these 257 municipalities according
to laws and regulations in force.

capital and quality of life. One of these programmes

• Public call for subsidies to municipalities aimed to

promotes the development of a sustainable territory

performance of street lighting renovations. SODEBUR

and the reduction of energy consumption. Within this

prepared a call for subsidy bases where 50% of the

programme, SODEBUR developed an ambitious project

action is granted. The only condition is that actuation

called “Integral Renovation of Provincial Street lighting

must be done according to the project PRIAP provided.

Project” (PRIAP).

• Work execution. Municipalities are in charge to
contract the actuation but SODEBUR is in charge of

PRIAP changed the street lighting into a LED system in

construction management.

179 municipalities in the Burgos province, reaching 592
small villages. It had a duration of 48 months, ending in
October 2019 with a budget of 14.120.776,86 €  (50% by
the provincial corporation, and 50% by municipalities).

The main goals reached were:
• Reduction of energy consumption the approximately
82 millions of kWh during the ten years expected
for the life of the LED technology, and 25 M kg CO2

The project consisted of three phases:

reduced during the same 10 years.

• Feasibility studies and projects for the integral
renovation of street lighting. During this phase,

• Replacement of 43.576 luminaries to  LED technology
• 2 million Euros of saving during the first year.

municipalities signed their commitment to the project.
257 municipalities from 359 municipalities in Burgos
added to PRIAP project. It was redacted feasibility

Contact: Cristina Lopez - info@sodebur.es

studies and projects for the integral renovation of

Website: sodebur.es

Tipperary Healthy Homes Scheme – tipperary energy agency [ie]
The Tipperary Healthy Homes Scheme aims to

and air tightness measures, the upgrade transforms the

move homeowners away from fossil fuel heating

home and vastly improves the comfort and health of the

systems and replace with a heatpump. It provides

occupants. The home will consume less energy, which

the homeowner with a warmer, healthier home;

will result in lower running costs. One such homeowner

lowering running costs, energy consumption and

whose house has been transformed is Aileen McCarthy.

health benefits. The homeowner will be at the cutting

Aileen and her husband John live in their bungalow, built

edge of energy performance of houses.

in 1976 in Cullen village Co. Tipperary.  She was going to
convert to an oil boiler, but then a health worker told her
about the Tipperary Healthy Homes Scheme.
Prior to the renovations their home was cold, which
meant that when Aileen got up in the middle of the
night to feed the fire in the kitchen.    The temperature
in the house was constantly changing depending on the
© TEA

strength of the fire.  

This scheme has been running since 2017 and has

Aileen says “Since the job was done I seem to have

completed forty life changing retrofits for the people

improved immensely. Now there’s no dirt, no dust and

of Tipperary.   Since 2017 the scheme has prioritised

no fumes. It’s absolutely fantastic.   I have been able to

homes for those suffering with illnesses such as Chronic

reduce the oxygen. Now I am on oxygen all through the

Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) or Asthma.   It

night and for an hour or two in the afternoon. Before, I

is open to those is receipt of certain social welfare

could have been on it all day. I couldn’t even hang clothes

supplements.

on the line without oxygen I was so tired.”.

All existing combustion appliances are replaced with a

The plan for 2020 is to retrofit up to 25 homes in County

heatpump and ventilation system. This rids the home

Tipperary.   

of dust and damp and removes fumes which are known
to exacerbate serious respiratory health illnesses.
Combined with other energy measures such as insulation

Contact: Catherine Wall - info@tippenergy.ie
Website: tippenergy.ie

Valladolid: The City Council is committed to energy
efficiency in schools - AEMVA [ES]

Pictures: Before and after view of one of the boiler rooms in Valladolid. © José Ruiz de Villa Revuelta - AEMVA

Valladolid City Council has seventy school buildings with

Additionally, the security of the system has been

their corresponding boiler rooms. 21 of these were over

increased by including elements such as the new gas

25 years old, which meant some losses in comfort, in

detection control unit, the renewal of the power supply

energy consumption and therefore in CO2 emissions.

and control system and the doors with fire protection
in the pre-boiler room. Greater control over energy

In 2011, the City Council of Valladolid signed the Covenant

consumption has been provided to the equipment

of Mayors and, through the corresponding Sustainable

through energy meters, located in the primary circuits of

Energy Savings Plan, committed to the saving of CO2

the installation.

emissions. One of the actions of the SEAP was saving
emissions by changing and renovating the boilers, if

The telemonitoring system of the boilers allows the

possible, to biomass.

management of the room, starting and stopping of
boilers and pumping system depending on the calendar

After conducting a study of the rooms, one of the boilers

and school schedule as well as the indoor and outdoor

of these centres which had diesel fuel was replaced by

temperature. It also allows the administration of

biomass. Unfortunately, this was not possible in the rest

incidents with the maintenance company and with the

due to the availability of spaces. The fuel now used in

Education Service in charge of school centres.

these boilers is natural gas. This was chosen because,
being unable to install biomass boilers, natural gas was

The savings achieved with these renovations are 1,034

the most efficient and least polluting of the rest of the

MWh / year and 211.84t of CO2 emissions.This renovation

fuels.

was funded by the municipality’s own funds, making it in

The new boilers installed are condensing boilers and,

The project was finished in summer of 2019.

three phases corresponding to three accounting budgets.
in the renovation of the room, high efficiency elements
such as electronic pumps, flow regulators and remote
management of the entire system have been installed.
This is a practically integral reform of the equipment
installed in the boiler room, keeping the installed thermal
power and substantially improving the efficiency of
the equipment, such as boilers and circulation pumps.

Contact: Maria Jose Ruiz de Villa Revuelta
Email: aemva@ava.es
Website: https://www.valladolid.es/

© AEMVA
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THANKS TO ALL OUR MEMBERS
FOR THEIR CONTRIBUTION!

More information? Feel free to contact the concerned member directly by
using the contact information provided in the article or contact us
at fedarene@fedarene.org

European Federation of Agencies and Regions for Energy and the Environment
Rue de Stassart 131, 1050 Brussels - BELGIUM
Tel. + 32 2 646 82 10
www.fedarene.org
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